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Read through a forum thread on Chastity Mansion to see who is talking about the

Edge-o-Matic and figure out what more to address regarding frequent questions, as

well as scout out user feedback. Here's some thoughts you can carry back to the

forums!

My website doesn't have any product reviews, but people scatter them everywhere else in forums, tweets, xtube vids, etc.

If you ARE a previous customer, and you like the thing, can you drop a review on my site to help others?

The price is steep, but that's the amount of coins I calculated to make these. I have several spreadsheets calculating every

expense involved with this project.

The current cost sustains production and development of new tech, and is helping create jobs. We are 2 people now!!

It IS 3D printed, because injection molding is orders of magnitude more expensive for the initial tooling, and I am still making

small revisions to the enclosures.

Injection molded plastics are a six thousand dollar commitment for fifteen cent parts. Great for mass mfg.

Also, if you didn't know, 3D printing technology allows for some shapes which would be difficult, expensive, or impossible on

injection molding or milled parts!!

Undercuts, which I use in this design, require special lifters to mold that cost a tremendous fortune.

Regarding other proving methods, I haven't experimented with a penis sensor to allow anal stimulation (eh, reversing the

device). It's a neat avenue of exploration others have been working on!

Oh, and thank you forum members who mention my activity here on Twitter regarding updates. I try to keep you all informed,

especially considering my wait times and workload!

It is my hope that updates I post make it to curious customers, link them here!
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Oh, and the forums flatter my company and make it sound big! Maus-Tec is the full time job for me and my roommate (which

wouldn't have been possible without all your love of butt stuff [and also my cosplay props but those are on hold {di$ny got

mad}]).

The company is just us.

If you're curious and want some small business feel good vibes, we are:

Mau - turns 16 hour days into product designs & research, manages supply lines and does electrical assembly.

Vector - final product assembly, QA, packing, customer service, shipping.

Ravage - the cat.

Final products do not include Ravage or Ravage fluff, by the way. All our products are cleaned before packing.

Which is actually part of the QA checklist, ensuring the product can be cleaned as instructed.

Because lube.

Speaking of packing, some shipments are going out now without the product box. My foam supplier is busy doing foam

cutting stuff and I would rather not have customers wait on their product because I didn't have the foam box liner.

Email us if you really do want your box though.

Oh! That new assembly machine is awesome. Vector will post a picture on @maus_tec soon of the whole pile of boards we

just finished assembling.

This machine came right before the holidays, and then I got delayed three weeks because of the holiday season, but now

we're on track.

One of the users in this thread on Chastity Mansion mentioned waiting on an order and seeing it was delayed. Just want to

make sure you got that, I'm not at the desk so I can't check my master list.

There are a lot of forum posts regarding "not sure who is buying this" or "do people actually buy it".

Rest assured, the current six week lead time isn't for lack of work. That's just how long it's taking to restock parts. I'll see

about getting more reviews back.

Speaking of (again) reviews!

If you have one of my things, let me know, because I REALLY need customer feedback.

I want to be the best I can be, so if you see meat things like this forum thread talking about my electronics, let me know!!

https://twitter.com/maus_tec


I am very receptive to user feedback.

I also would prefer if people asked me questions about stuff regarding my electronics, rather than making assumptions then

getting sad about them.

Assumptions are sad. Don't be sad, it makes the buttplug icon sad.

Anyway, that's it!

I don't know who here had connections to that forum post on Chastity Mansion, but I want the folks there to know I have an

open ear and exist over here if they have questions.

Or want to leave a review on my site. That's be ace.

Ciao!!
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